The history of mankind is oversaturated by wars, the social conflicts, meaningless the passionate movements, with larger tragic consequences.

There is a taken roots opinion that so was, so is and so will be...

The inaaccurance of ideational activity of people is the cornerstone of these historical events. In the 20th century, for example, repeatedly not only mankind, but also all biosphere of Earth was on the verge of death.

For the purpose of optimization of ideational activity of people there is a need to understand a mosaic of information bound to the mechanism of disturbance and weakening of function of thinking.

In works of A.L. Chizhevsky and his followers influence of influence of Solar activity on disturbance of adequacy of behavior of people, on emergence of passionarity, wars and epidemics is shown. However, the concrete mechanism of this impact on the person is sufficiently not explained that doesn’t allow to perform productively prevention and fight against these pathological states is destructive influencing on behavior and acts of people and larger social groups.

The person - one of 3 million views of the biosphere of Earth. The biological structure of the person for 11 thousand years didn’t change. Evolution goes on the way of development of powers of thinking - intelligence. Human life proceeds in fight for the biological niche. In this fight there are visible and invisible competitors having mechanisms of entropy impact on the person inherent to their biology.

The most sensitive tissue in the person - a brain, especially a cortex of hemispheres. The brain, at the capacity of 2% from body weight normal consumes 20% of oxygen and an appreciable part of a delivery, i.e. has kind of autonomy robbing all organism. At a stress, the raised intellectual load consumption of oxygen is enlarged.

Viruses were opened in 1898. They are open in protozoa like plasmodiums. The virus support of cells consists of introduction of high doses of insulin at which peak of depression and insulin injection is given inside. The way gives good and long effect as restores a delivery of a brain and activity: regulates carbohydrate, protein, fatty, mineral metabolism, immunity oxygen transfer to tissues, a hemorheology, lymphs, liquor, bile, carries out conservation of quality of a genome. The insulinic system producing insulin owing to high-quality functions inherent in it, occupies “royal” administrative function in relation to other endocrine glands. Insulin in V-cells of islets of Langerhans of a caudal part of the pancreas innervated by a solar plexus on a configuration reminding our Galaxy is produced. In V-cells insulin is produced in an inactive state (pro-insulin) which is activated only in line with a blood. In this regard V-cells are least immune protected in comparison with other body tissues from influence of a viral infection. Now find up to 50 types of viruses.

At smaller what 70% a lesion of V-cells viruses in a combination to depression reception insulin (sensitivities of tissues to insulin), at young skillfully gifted people with the brain very tectonics developed, calculated on larger intellectual loads during active mastering knowledge and body height of a body, quite often develops schizophrenia.

In 1932 it was developed and successfully the way of treatment of schizophrenia began to be applied by insulinic shock. The way consists of introduction of high doses of insulin at which peak of action the glucose is entered and Saccharum is given inside. This way gives good and long effect as restores a delivery of a brain and its oxygen supply. This way began to be applied further seldom as it was forced out by easier way of treatment by neuroleptics and tranquilizers. These drugs, in difference from insulin with a glucose, reduce consumption by a brain of oxygen and the patient is abirritated, at the same time losing the intellectual activity which was in the past (is more often for life).

Insulinic shock in a year from a manifestation of a disease of effect doesn’t give that is bound to irreversible degenerative changes in a cerebral cortex and degenerative changes in V-cells of islets of Langerhans.

Note: mistakenly it is considered that patients with schizophrenia at insulinic shock are treated by shock, and the rehabilitating role of insulin and a glucose is underestimated, as well as a role of insulinic neediness in a disease etiopathogenesis.
The lesion of V-cells a viral infection in smaller than 70-80% of their volume, is widespread more widely (besides these two diseases) what frequent stay in V-cells of a viral infection testifies to (up to 50 types).

It promotes weakening of a oxygen supply of a brain at a general population, and, as a result, to depression of acuteness of quality of thinking, adequacy of the made decisions, especially at assessment of the multifactorial and fast-proceeding processes. Practice shows that now only 2-4% of people are capable to make adequate decisions in extreme situations. (In the period of the Second World War, for example, 4% of pilots of the Air Force of the USSR shot down 60% of planes of the opponent).

Cortex of the left hemisphere is most vulnerable to disturbance of entering of oxygen in a brain that reduces acuteness of intelligence, control of function of the right hemisphere. It promotes rising of emotional vulnerability, conflictness, aggression. Alcohol and narcotics reduce activity of a cerebral cortex and requirement it in oxygen, the strain of ideational activity decreases, at the same time disharmony between the insulin produce function of V-cells weakened by a viral infection and the high need of a brain for oxygen decreases. Temporarily the condition of pleasure, “high” which becomes attractive and habitually attracting results.

Viruses form virus system, have the qualitative feature distinguishing them from other views of the biosphere of Earth namely: the advancing reaction of activation of the biological entropy function under the influence of solar activity. Viruses are adapted to oxygen starvation.

Entropy influence, in relation to the person, has specific goal-setting - to kill the person, to breed in a corpse and with water to close the circle of biological rotation in the nature. Viruses carry out in the person this process of entropy influence on certain, to them optimum inherent, to an algorithm: interfere in In - cells of islets of Langerhans which least immune safety, break their insulin produce function and structure, an insulinreception and indirectly through depression of insulinc security the oxygen supply and a delivery of structure and functions of body tissues and, first of all, a brain is broken.

The virus system, through damage of insulinc system at the person, gives it the chance to render the maximum entropy result as the control center of all metabolic and immune processes of all organism is damaged at the minimum effort.

Viruses, being a component of virus system - entropy, take part in all types of modern pathology of the person (diseases), including adoption of inadequate decisions and actions - “effect of a puppet”. It isn’t always comprehended and considered so far that reduces prophylaxis and effectiveness of treatment, duration and quality of life of people. (At doctors of the Russian Federation and the USA which constantly is, owing to their profession, in epicenters of contact to patients with an acute and slow viral infection life expectancy is 18 years less than average duration about the country.)

People observed negative, entropy impact of viruses on the person, on his behavior, health, social and historical processes on the basis of practical experience during many millennia of this 11 000 summer civilization that is long before viruses were scientifically taped. A keeper of information, as we know, is tongue. In Russian there is a word, the analog the word “virus” having the qualities inherent in it the subject object of the biosphere of Earth. This word - “Demon”. This subject object being invisible has a wide range of entropy qualities. A huge number of words with an attachment "Demon" and "Without" demonstrates to it (more than 300 words).

Thinking is implemented in consciousness and in conscious activities, but it always at each person individually. Each person feels in himself personal soul of the individual. During all this civilization nobody could reject, with deep arguments prove it, souls, existence. Because widely we perceive a soul factor, it can - and shall - to be scientifically studied. Thinking of the person is spiritualized, that is thinking influences soul, and soul on thinking, the made decisions and the realized actions. It is supposed that after the death of the person a shower the body leaves. Leaving a body of the person, soul carries away the information connected to his life and what surrounded it.

The question is lawful: what fate of soul after death? In this regard it is necessary to consider from the scientific point of view a problem of reincarnation from which the science separates that is deeply erratic as affects thinking, behavior and actions of billions of living people (reincarnation is given only in a row of dogmas, for example, the Buddhism). In Orthodoxy reincarnation is rejected.

In the universe device, in his life and evolution there are two essential regularities: this rotation and a binary (change of contrasts, them kind inherent in it the subject object of the biosphere of Earth. This word - “virus” having the qualities inherent in it the subject object of the biosphere of Earth. This word - “Demon”. This subject object being invisible has a wide range of entropy qualities. A huge number of words with an attachment "Demon" and "Without" demonstrates to it (more than 300 words).

In the universe device, in his life and evolution there are two essential regularities: this rotation and a binary (change of contrasts, them kind inherent in it the subject object of the biosphere of Earth. This word - “virus” having the qualities inherent in it the subject object of the biosphere of Earth. This word - “Demon”. This subject object being invisible has a wide range of entropy qualities. A huge number of words with an attachment "Demon" and "Without" demonstrates to it (more than 300 words).

According to the law of a binary, in "World behind the looking-glass" of a shower there passes the way process of high-quality changes realized for the benefit of evolution of the universe (whole), but saving the inherent personal information component entity matching on a directivity of the development (vector) evolution of an entity of all universe.

Doesn’t raise doubts that the world order is arranged rationally, has the high level of the spiritualized thinking inherent in him and goal-setting, internal self-checking behind processes in is mute occurring including behind the event row which is carried out by mankind in general and his specific representative.

Proceeding from rationality of the device of the universe, when passing soul of the person through "World behind the looking-glass" there is a process of the analysis and verification of quality of compliance of soul of the person for further evolution in our world on the carrier body human as the subject (homo sapiens).
In "World behind the looking-glass" probably process of the movement return of soul to our world can be carried out on the ascending and descending trajectory: on human or a biological (animal) body carrier.

In particular increase of number of people in our world, has a talk with the low level of development of spirituality, the facts cruel, brutal, acts this mechanism.

It is possible to assume that this mechanism of an entrance from fauna to the world of people is kind of biological feed of the physical component of the person influencing his behavior.

In 11000 years of this civilization the practical experience of harmonious optimization of passing of a course of life by the person as a social being, in the conditions of our world taking into account evolution of the universe is acquired. The basic rules of behavior of the person in the course of life in our world which are most precisely formulated in 10 precepts of Moisey are formulated.

These rules, according to us, are kind of "an orbit corridor" of the movement of soul which allow to combine compliance of evolution of a separate human soul with evolution of the universe (whole).

The person can’t neutralize influence of the solar activity initiating virus entropy impact on V-cells of islets of Langerhans that indirectly weakens function of thinking, reduces adequacy of quality of the made decisions and the carried-out actions. But on the basis of knowledge existing now a real opportunity to intercept and neutralize virus activity, to destroy viruses in V-cells of islets of Langerhans and to restore function of insulin system and function of thinking of a brain, to expand the range of conscious objectivity of decisions and actions (the Invention No. 2391971, No. 2104000) is represented.

Use of devices and ways of contact thermometry with high sensitivity to 0,001 ° allows to reveal hidden current virus inflammatory process in a tail part of a pancreas with deep arguments to motivate performing antiviral and immune supressive therapy, to monitor efficiency of the rehabilitating therapy (invention No. 2514529).

Consciousness expansion, increase in its reliability, opens combination of evolution of human identity with evolution of mankind and the universe in general.
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